FORKLIFT LIFTING HOIST
INSTRUCTION MANUAL

SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS


Ensure that the lifting hoist is in good working order. Take action
for immediate repair. The use of unauthorized parts may be
dangerous and will invalidate the warranty.



Operate the lifting hoist in a suitable, well lit work area.



Keep work area clean and tidy and free from unrelated materials.



Ensure all non-essential persons keep a safe distance whilst lifting.



Always screw clamp frame to forks.



DO NOT use to lift personnel.



DO NOT carry loads over personnel.



DO NOT leave suspended loads unattended.



DO NOT use the lifting hoist if damaged.



DO NOT allow untrained persons to operate the lifting hoist.



DO NOT exceed the rated capacity of the lifting hoist.



DO NOT manually carry assembled heist by the hook.



When not in use, store in a safe, dry, childproof area.



BEFORE lifting the load ensure that the forks are in the lowest
practical position, that there are no obstacles which may snag the
load whilst it is being lifted and that the area above the forks is
clear.



To avoid injury, be fully aware of your own and other persons
locations in relation to the lifting, and lowering, of the load.



Ensure the center of gravity always remains inside the forks.



DO NOT harness the load at an angle or use any attachments not
verified as fit for purpose.



DO NOT allow the load to swing during lifting/transporting.



DO NOT allow the load to drop suddenly. Lower load with care,
ensuring that you are fully aware of the condition of the surface
onto which the load is to be placed.



DO NOT use this product to perform a task for which it is not
designed.



DO NOT use whilst under the influence of drugs, alcohol or
intoxicating medication.



DO NOT climb on the forks.
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Never exceed the 4,000 lb maximum lifting capacity or
the maximum capacity of your fork blades.
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